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With Every Single Breath
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
NANAKSAHIBhad to face the
world right from the beginning. First
of all, His parents were His critics and
they always used to give Him a hard time,
because when He had no interest in the
world, they did not like it. So in His writings He writes about His condition. He
writes, "Somebody calls me a ghost,
somebody calls me a bad spirit, someone
who has sympathy for me says, 'He is
poor Nanak'; people don't understand
what I am going through." Then the doctor was called to see what disease Guru
Nanak had. About that incident Guru
Nanak has written, "The doctor was
called and he took my arm and examined
my pulse; but that innocent doctor does
not know that I have no problem in my
arm: the pain is within me." He says,
"How does the doctor know where the
pain is? The pain of God Realization is
within me and no doctor can see that."
In those days, the value of money was
very high, so after that His father gave
him twenty rupees, which was a lot of
money then. He told him, "We are traders
by caste and we should do some business.
You take this money and do some business." When He went out, He saw a
group of people, devotees of God, and He
thought, "What else can be a better business for me?" He distributed that money
among those devotees of God.
In India, it is believed that if anyone's
son is not doing any business, if he is not
trying to make his career and stand on his
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This talk was given in March 1984 at Sant
Bani Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.
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own feet, then when he is married he will
understand his responsibility and start
working. So according to that belief,
Guru Nanak Sahib was married; when He
did not take any interest in the worldly
work, his parents thought that once he
was married he would understand responsibility and do business. So he was married. But even then, Guru Nanak was not
interested in worldly work, because the
purpose of His coming into this world
was something different.
Once it so happened that wandering
here and there, he went to visit his inlaws, and his father-in-law became very
angry with him. He said, "You don't even
dress like the worldly people. You have
stained the name of your parents. It is
very bad that you are wandering here and
there, and no one respects you." After
that, His mother-in-law also came and she
said the same thing but she was a little
softer than the father-in-law. She said,
"Nanak, we feel very disappointed after
getting our daughter married to you. You
have stained our name also." When he got
so much rebuke and harsh words from
the in-laws, he did not reply because he
was the abode of peace. He remained
quiet and heard peacefully what they had
to say.
In that village, he had a disciple whose
name was Ajita Andawa, and He told
him, "Dear one, we have received a lot of
parshad from these people; now let us go
to your home." Then Guru Nanak went
to his place, because the initiates know
what power the Saints have. So Guru
Nanak preferred to stay at his initiate's

home rather than staying at his in-laws' of his Master. And all the bhajans which
home. And over there he did his medita- this poor Ajaib has written, in those bhation and advised the people about doing jans I have tried to show you that I am
meditation.
the poor one in front of the Master. My
So I mean to say that right from the be- Master is the Emperor of the emperors;
ginning, when the Saints and Mahatmas He is all in all, He is the All-Owner, and
start doing devotion, They are opposed I am nothing in front of Him.
and criticized. First of all the family memUp until now I have not said this, but
bers start giving Them a hard time. They today the subject is such that I am saying
have to face so much, and after suffer- it: all the great souls, Saints, come from
ing so much, finally when They become the same planes and They know each
perfect in their devotion, They do not say other well. But They do not come in Their
that They have suffered all these things contact, in the physical world, unless their
and done everything by their own efforts; destined time has come. Before They meet
They always give the credit to their Mas- physically, the yearning which the disciter. They always say that it was all due ple has for the Master is such that He alto the grace and kindness of the Master. ways feels that something is piercing
That is why with every single breath they through His heart; He always feels the
take in they sacrifice Themselves to the yearning. Right from His childhood He
Master, and in no way can we compete always longs to meet the Master, because
with Them, because Their sacrifice is He knows that Great Soul because They
much higher than we can even imagine. have both come from the same plane.
Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to say that
Even though Saints are All-Owners of
whenever Master Sawan Singh visited the the Creation, still when they come in this
village where Baba Jaimal Singh had world, They behave as if They are very
lived, as soon as he came near the bound- poor. They do not show the people that
ary of it, he would start paying homage They are poor, They do not pretend to be
to that place; and whenever the name of poor to beg for anything, but only to give
Baba Jaimal Singh would be mentioned us the demonstration that unless we bein any conversation, Baba Sawan Singh come poor and humble, we cannot prowould burst into tears, because he had so gress on the Path.
When Master first came to this place,
much love and affection for Baba Jaimal
I took some dust on which He had
Singh.
I have seen the canopy under which stepped, and even now I still have that
Master Sawan Singh used to sit to hold dust. Up until now I have not said this
Satsang; everywhere in that canopy it was to anyone, but today I am telling you. I
written: "Baba Jaimal Singh, have mercy still have that dust, and whenever I feel
sadness, I take it out and I bow down to
on me."
Most of you have had the opportunity that sacred dust. I took that dust in front
to come close to Master Kirpal Singh, and of Master Kirpal and I told Him, "I will
you would have noticed how much He make my heart touch this sacred dust of
loved His Master. Whenever He would Your feet, and by doing that I will get
talk about His Master, Baba Sawan peace, because Your five words, shabds,
Singh, His heart would fill up with love have liberated me."
When I left this place, I did not take
and affection for Him, and many times
you would have noticed that He would anything along with me from here except
even feel like weeping in the remembrance that dust. And when I was wandering here
4
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and there from 77 RB Ashram like a mad
person, after He left the body, I did not
take anything with me except that sacred
dust. When I left 77 RB Ashram and
came here, I brought that dust along with
me; and even now I have that and I have
preserved it with much love and respect.
Such things do not have any importance in Sant Mat, because Saints do not
come in the world to make us attached to
the outer things of the Master. But I am
giving you an example of love of the Master. If you are fond of the Master, if you
are in love with the Master, you like every single thing about Him. When He
laughs, you feel as if the flowers are
blooming; when He walks, you like His
walking. You like every single one of His
actions; and you feel that His every action, every single word, has become part
and parcel of your life.
In order to trap me in the worldly
work, my parents left no stone unturned.
My father was very wealthy, and he did
not hesitate in giving me any worldly
comfort, any luxury; whatever he thought
would be good for me, He always gave
me that. But even after having so many
things, I still felt a lacking in my heart.
I was missing something. I always felt that
one part of my heart was yearning for
something, and that unless I got that, I
would not be satisfied.
This is where the family members gave
up hope after trying for the last time to
persuade me to do the worldly things.
They told me, "We don't know what has
happened to you but we think that you
have gone crazy because Kirpal has made
you crazy." One relative had sympathy
for me and he offered to take me to Amritsar and get me electric shocks, because
he thought that I was crazy. I told him,
"You know that I have surrendered myself to Master Kirpal and I have become
mad in His love. I am mad and you are
good people. I have no connection with
November 1985

you, so you go." After that they did not
bother me. I used to tell them that as Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say, those who
are struck with the bullet of love become
useless for the world and the family. They
forget all the accounts and they always remain attached to the feet of the Master.
Bulleh Shah was a kazi, a Muslim
priest, in the mosque of Lahore; his father also was a kazi in the mosque of Lahore, because it was their ancestral family job. Inayat Shah lived not far from
Lahore. Once Bulleh Shah came in contact with an initiate of Inayat Shah, because Bulleh Shah used to perform all the
rites and rituals according to the Muslim
religion: He used to offer prayers, he used
to fast, etc. So that initiate of Inayat Shah
told Bulleh Shah, "Oh Mia, oh dear one,
why do you strain your throat? Why do
you shout so loud for God? He is not outside, He is within you. Why do you not
go to Inayat Shah so that he may open
your inner eye and you may see God right
in your body, and he may open your inner ear so that you may hear the sound
of God which is coming within you?" Because Bulleh Shah was an innocent soul,
he was a pure soul, and he had the desire
to do the devotion of God and realize
Him, He liked that idea and He went to
Inayat Shah for getting the knowledge of
God realization.
Since Inayat Shah was a farmer by
profession, at the time when Bulleh Shah
arrived there Inayat Shah was working in
his fields; he was uprooting the plants
from one side of the field and planting
them on the other side. When Bulleh Shah
asked him to give him some knowledge
about how to realize God, Inayat Shah
said very simply, "Oh Bulleh, what is
there in realizing God? You just have to
uproot your attention from the world and
plant it towards God." It was a very simple example, but since Bulleh Shah was
very wise, and was desirous of doing the
5

devotion of God, he understood that and
accepted it.
Then Bulleh Shah said to Inayat Shah,
"Master, I am a kazi in the mosque. Can
I go to the mosque and offer prayers and
do all the things which our religion tells
us to do? Will I be able to do all these
things along with the meditation?" Inayat
Shah replied, "Yes. You go to the mosque
for prayers and do everything that you
were doing. There is no restriction on
that. But along with that, do the meditation also, which I have taught you. If you
find my meditation better than all that
you have been doing, then you can decide
what you should continue doing."
When Bulleh Shah went home, since he
was a good soul, he did the devotion
wholeheartedly, and within a short time,
he realized the value of meditation and
he started progressing. After some time,
when Bulleh Shah again went to see Inayat Shah, Inayat Shah asked him, "Yes,
Bulleh Shah, do you still go to the
mosque? Do you still offer the prayers?
Do you fast? What's happening? What
are you doing?"
Bulleh Shah replied, "How can I do all
those things? If I offer the prayer, my
concentration towards you is broken. I
have even forgotten where the mosque is."
He said, "I used to offer prayers, but ever
since I realized Your Form - ever since I
progressed in meditation and saw that
you were none other than Almighty
Lord - I understood the value of doing
meditation, and I know that just offering prayers in the mosque has no value.
That is why whenever I went to do the
prayers, my attention to You was broken,
and I did not like it. That is why I do not
know where the mosque is."
So I mean to say that those who have
manifested Almighty Lord in them, those
who have realized the glory and real status of their Master within, they sacrifice
themselves on their Master not a hundred
6

times a day but a million times a day. You
will find in the writings of Guru Nanak
Sahib, in many places, "What of saying
you should sacrifice yourself a hundred
times a day to the Master; you should sacrifice yourself with every single breath
you take."
Sufi Sant Bulleh Shah says, "Reading
the Vedas and Puranas, the holy scriptures, we have gotten tired. And by bowing down to the holy places and offering
prayers, our forehead has gotten worn
out. God is not found in holy places, he
is not found in temples and religious
places, He who has realized God has done
so only from within himself.
In the Muslim religion they believe that
it is very important to offer prayers five
times a day and fast for thirty days out
of the year. They believe that at least once
you should make a pilgrimage to the holy
city of Mecca, and repeat the kalma, "La
illah ha illa ha." (It means that there is
only one God, and prophet Mohammed
is the messenger of God.) They believe
that these are the only things which the
Muslim people should do, and these are
the only things by which they will get
liberation. But when Bulleh Shah got the
intoxication of Naam from within, what
did He write in His writings: "A curse on
offering of prayers, and fasting is rubbish. Bulleh Shah has realized Almighty
Lord within Himself. Up until now he
was in illusion, but now his illusion is dispelled." Bulleh Shah also says, "God is
not different from you, He is not apart
from you, but you have not developed
that eye with which you can see Him. And
because you have not developed that eye,
only because of that, you are suffering."
You have to develop that eye, and it requires a lot of effort. In this effort love,
yearning and faith play a very important
part.
So we should maintain love and devotion for the Master. We should have faith
SANT BANI

in the Master. It is very important if you ter, we cannot get rid of the love for the
want to progress on the Path. Master Sa- world. The love for the Master is the only
wan Singh Ji used to say, "If you are not means of developing love and devotion
able to do anything else, at least have for Almighty Lord.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Master, Masrespectful love for the Master. Because if
you do all that He says, and if your love ter, day and night I repeat the name of
for the Master is more than for the world, Master, because without Master I am
you will definitely go to the place from nothing. Always remain at the feet of the
where your Master is coming, and you Master, in the refuge of the Master, bewill definitely go to the place where your cause the grace of the Master cannot be
Master is going. Where does the Master taken away by anybody." Then Guru Nago? Master goes to His Master, because nak says, "I don't know any knowledge,
He is always loving His Master. That is I don't know any contemplation, I don't
why if you are having love for the Mas- know your real status. I know only this:
ter, you will definitely go to Almighty that the Master is greatest of all, because
Lord. Unless we have love for the Mas- He has saved my honor."

There Comes a Great Breathing
There comes a great breathing to this place, o God,
a newly-turned field of breath. There are times
when it forces my mouth open with its greater
singing, when you, o Beloved, come like the Perfect
Stranger downstairs, sit beside me and wait so patiently
for my greeting. You are so innocent.
In this place of cruel Kal only the silent survive.
This commandment is fixt in acid across
the metal-plate of the mind, and no tears
will wash it clear. The body clothes
itself in sweet darkness and sweeter garments of self-love,
caresses itself under brilliant fragments of color, placing
the soul's single light under a stone forgotten
in a field of stone. The dead lie where they fall
and the living use them as carelessly as pillows. In this
place everyone eats others'flesh. I am no different.
0 Master, send the rain, send a great wind,
make my tears ocean and lift this soul up.
You say simply, love. You say simply, the rose is round
in its singing, the bird catches the raindrops
in its beak, the lion, when it thirsts,
goes straight to the river. 0 my soul, listen
can you understand this? The Master is coming constantly so near.
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The Coming of the Masters
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
AINTS and Mahatmas, the Beloveds of
God, do not come into this world to
run any community or religion. They do
not come into this world to make us fight
with each other, giving us sticks and
swords in our hands. The purpose of their
coming into this world is to quench the
thirst of those suffering souls, those who
are yearning for God, those who have become disillusioned with the world and are
praying to God. To quench the thirst of
such souls and to put them back on the
Path of God, this is the purpose of the
Masters.
In this world, the blind are leading the
blind. People say, "This world is sweet;
who has seen the beyond? Who has seen
the other world?" But this statement is
misleading.
In this world no one is happy. You cannot find anyone who is happy in this
world. Everyone is suffering in his own
place. Those who you might think are
very happy, who are very rich and very
prosperous, they are also full of sufferings; they have more burdens of worries
on their head than others.
Bulleh Shah, the Sufi Saint, said, "We
have come into a world where there are
many blind ones and few who can see. No
one believes in us and no one appreciates
our coming."
One feels ashamed, reading history,
that so many Masters of the highest degree came into this world and what
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This is the farewell talk given at Shamaz
Meditation Retreat, Potter Valley, California, May 8, 1985.

did we do for them? Christ came and
people made him wear the crown of
thorns and they crucified him. When God
asked Him, "Tell me what punishment
should I give to these people?" He said,
"Kindly show them who I am."
In the same way Kabir Sahib came and
the king of that time gave extreme hardships and sufferings to that Mahatma and
He was tortured a lot. His hands and feet
were tied with heavy chains and he was
thrown in front of an elephant. And after being tied with the heavy chains he was
thrown into the water of the Ganges.
Guru Nanak was called "one who misleads the people from the Path." And
Guru Arjan, the fifth Guru, and Guru
Teg Bahadur, the ninth Guru, were tortured inhumanly.
Shamaz Tabrez was skinned alive. In
the same way, Mansur was hanged. You
know that if even a little bit of our body
is cut how much we suffer - all night long
we go on suffering and crying. But those
great Masters, when they came, were
skinned alive and crucified and hanged.
When such Masters come we give them
so much hardship and suffering - but after they leave, we start usifig their name;
we even try to lead other people in their
name. And then we rely on them: we do
good deeds and donate in their name. But
when they are in this world we do not appreciate their coming, we do not live up
to their teachings.
Kabir Sahib says that we do not appreciate our parents when they are living,
but after they leave the body we donate
large amounts in their name so that their
SANT BANI

soul may get some peace. But what is the
use of donating in their name if we have
not appreciated them when they were living in this world? Our donation in their
name does not reach them; it only reaches
the crows and dogs, because they are the
ones who get the food which we donate
in the name of our parents.
The bhajan just sung was written in
remembrance of Master Sawan Singh,
and it was sung on His bhandara in India. Not one sect but many different sects
used to do publicity against Him. They
used to tell the people, "Don't go to Master Sawan Singh because in His eyes there
is magic, and He has a magical book.
Don't go to Him; He will put magic in
your ears."
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that
within the Master some power works.
And then He Himself used to say that we
cannot call that thing a power because
in fact God Almighty works through the
Saints.
He is residing within all of us, but still
He is different from all of us. In the physical form the Masters are present at one
place at one time, but in the form of the
Shabd They are present everywhere at one
time.
Only the fortunate ones, those who
have good karmas, come in contact with
such great Masters. The other souls cannot even come in contact with a Master.
So Sants or Mahatmas, the Beloveds of
God, come for those souls only who want
to meet God; and they bring only those
souls in Their contact who have been chosen by God Almighty for His devotion.
For them distance makes no difference
because they have the authority, they have
the power like a magnet. The Master pulls
the disciple towards Himself just as a
magnet pulls iron towards itself. But
regardless of the distance, the Master
knows whom He has to pull and whom
He has not to pull.
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That is why Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says, "0 my Lord, one gets liberation only by Satsang." Just as dry wood
becomes green by getting water, in the
same way, we the dry ones will become
alive when we get the water of Satsang.
Such Mahatmas have great humility
within them, because in their lives they
have done a complete search, and they always talk from their own experience.
I had the opportunity to meet many
dear ones of Master Sawan Singh, and I
was a very fortunate one to sit at the feet
of Master Sawan Singh on many different occasions. He had a unique humility
within Him. He had worked very hard;
He had done a lot of meditation; He had
stayed up many nights doing meditation.
In the same way, the beloved son of
Sawan, Kirpal, also worked very hard. He
stayed up many nights, He suffered many
hardships and did a lot of meditation. He
had chosen the water of the River Ravi
as the place to do meditation. Once when
He was going late at night to meditate in
the River Ravi, a policeman met Him and
asked Him who He was and where He
was going. Master Kirpal told him, "I am
going to meditate; if you want, you can
come along with me." Now where would
that policeman get such good fortune? He
said, "No, this blessing is for you and you
are worthy of this, so you go and meditate, but not me."
Kabir Sahib said that the Beloved One
has not been met by laughing and enjoying the world. If the Beloved could be met
by enjoying the world and laughing and
making merry, who would become unhappy in His separation?
Realization of God is not like visiting
your aunt's home. It is not an easy thing
to do. This is the Path of sacrifice. It is
not the Path of talking, it is the Path of
sacrificing your own self.
Those who say that they will realize
God by talking about Him are themselves
9

in deception, and they are deceiving and
misleading other people also. God is
within us, and unless we rise above the
mind and the organs of senses and go
within to the place where God is
manifested, where God is residing, we
cannot realize Him.
So I thank Supreme Father Kirpal and
great Sawan because they came in the
West and sowed the seed of love, and it
is only because of Their grace that we are
able to sit in their remembrance and
remember Them.
If He had not showered His grace, if
He had not come here and sown the seeds
of Love, we would not have been able to
sit here in His remembrance.
When we come to know about the
power of the Master, when we come to
realize how powerful our Master is, then

we stop feeling proud of ourselves. We
do not say we are this or that. Then this
soul becomes very humble and he stands
before the Master like the guilty one, or
as one who is all alone and has no one
in this world.
Swami Ji Maharaj said, "I am the
greatest sinner; You liberate me."
Some people came to Guru Arjan Dev
for receiving Initiation and said, "We are
full of bad qualitites, we have no good
qualities, and leaving the nectar we have
gone for the poison. We have slept in the
sleep of deep illusion and we have been
attached to sons, wives, families. We have
wandered here and there to search for
God and have finally come to know about
this true Path. We have come to your
feet, 0 Guru; shower grace on us and accept us for your devotion."

"Seek Ye First the Kingdom of God"
twenty-second in a series of comments on the gospels
RUSSELL PERKINS
our study of the
gospels with the section which follows the Lord's prayer:

W

E CONTINUE IN

Moreover when ye fast, be not, as the
hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they
disfigure their faces, that they may appear unto men to fast. Verily I say unto
you, They have their reward.
But thou, when thou fastest, anoint
thine head, and wash thy face;
That thou appear not unto men to fast,
but unto thy Father which is in secret;
and thy Father, which seeth in secret,
shall reward thee openly.
MATTHEW 6: 16-18

This is a reiteration of the idea that if
we choose to have the applause of other
people rather than the inner benefit, then

that is what we get. If we act in such a
way as to make other people think we are
holy, then that is, in fact, all the holiness
that we are going to get: because we have
traded reality for the appearance. That is
what Jesus means when He says, "They
have their reward."
Sant Ji has said along these lines that
it is better from this point of view that
people not even know that we are initiated. It doesn't mean that we shouldn't
feel free to talk about our Master or to
explain the Path to people if they really
want to know. The point is that we should
avoid any actions which point to us,
which make people think that we are holy
or good, because those will rebound. The
prohibitions against telling experiences
and against teaching others to meditate
also are applicable here.
SANT BANI

Lay not up for yourselves treasures What shall we eat? or, What shall we
upon earth, where moth and rust doth drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be
corrupt, and where thieves break clothed?
(For after all these things do the Genthrough and steal:
tiles
seek:) for your heavenly Father
But lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven, where neither moth nor rust knoweth that ye have need of all these
doth corrupt, and where thieves do not things.
But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
break through nor steal:
For where your treasure is, there will and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you.
your heart be also.
Take therefore no thought for the morThe light of the body is the eye: if
therefore thine eye be single, thy whole row: for the morrow shall take thought
body shall be full of light.
for the things of itself. Sufficient unto
But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body the day is the evil thereof.
shall be full of darkness. If therefore the
MATTHEW 6: 19-34
light that is in thee be darkness, how
The words "Take no thought" are misgreat is that darkness!
leading
when we read them in modern
No man can serve two masters: for eiEnglish.
What they mean is, "Don't worry
ther he will hate the one, and love the
about
it.
Don't be anxious about it." That
other; or else he will hold to the one, and
was
their
meaning when the words were
despise the other. Ye cannot serve God
translated
in the 16th century.
and mammon.
This
is
a
key section. Its basic theme is
Therefore I say unto you, Take no
priorities.
The
initiates are called upon to
thought for your life, what ye shall eat,
make
a
very
solid commitment as to
or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your
where
we
are
going
to put our attention.
body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life
That
runs
through
the whole section;
more than meat, and the body than
where we put our attention and where we
raiment?
Behold the fowls of the air: for they put our trust. And that leads to, "Whose
sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather slave will we be?"
into barns; yet your heavenly Father
Lay not up for yourselves treasures
feedeth them. Are ye not much better upon earth, where moth and rust doth
then they?
corrupt, and where thieves break
Which of you by taking thought can
through and steal:
add one cubit unto his stature?
But lay up for yourselves treasures in
And why take ye thought for raiment? heave, where neither moth nor rust doth
Consider the lilies of the field, how they corrupt, and where thieves do not break
grow; they toil not, neither do they spin; through nor steal:
And yet I say unto you, That even SoloFor where your treasure is, there will
mon in all his glory was not arrayed like your heart be also.
one of these.
ST. MATTHEW 6: 19-21
Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass
of the field, which today is, and to- "As you think, so you become." Master
morrow is cast into the oven, shall he not Kirpal Singh has said in many places (and
much more clothe you, 0 ye of little Sant Ji has also said in many places) that
faith?
we cannot take any of the things that we
Therefore take no thought, saying, accumulate with us. The comments on the
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Sukhmani are full of references to this,
both in Guru Arjan's hymn, and also in
Sant Ji's commentary.
We cannot take it with us. What we can
take with us-what we will take with
us - is whatever we have done to get that
treasure. In other words, the quality of
our acquisition goes with us even if our
acquisition does not. What we do, the
ways in which we sell ourselves, or wherever we have put our attention in order
to get what we have gotten, that remains
with us. It will go with us to the next
world, and it also governs the quality of
our life in this world.
This is another way of saying that treasures on earth are corruptible. But many
people, including many initiates, think
that they are more solid and real than
spiritual treasures. We say that we don't
think it, but in fact we do think it.
But we have to put our attention on the
real treasure which is of the soul, as the
Masters say: that which we need in order
to make our soul strong, and that which
we need in order to stand happily and
solidly in the inner planes- that which
will go with us when we go. And what
that is, is explained or hinted at in the next
verse which is an integral part of this
section.
The light of the body is the eye: if
therefore thine eye be single, thy whole
body shall be full of light.
But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body
shall be full of darkness. If therefore the
light that is in thee be darkness, how
great is that darkness!
MATTHEW 6:22-23

(Note on Verse 23: "Evil" is better
translated as "foggy.")
These two verses are perhaps the most
misunderstood in the whole Bible by orthodox believers. I have never heard them
explained in any way that even approaches being rational by any Christian

orthodox religious interpreter. But scholars who have done some research into the
realities of esoteric Judaism of the day,
understand the true meaning of this verse.
W.F. Albright, a leading Biblical scholar,
writes in his commentary on Matthew:
"To lay hold of treasure in heaven the
disciple must have his inner eye healthy.
The idea expressed here is that just as the
body is illuminated by the eye as though
that organ were a window, so there is a
spiritual eye through which the whole
spirit of man is either illuminated, or in
darkness ."
To initiates this may seem obvious.
What else could it be? That's what the
Masters say it is. If we are initiated and
have had some experience of opening our
inner eye and seeing with it, then obviously, what else can it be talking about?
But you would be amazed to learn how
many other ideas people have about it.
For one thing there is a big hang-up on
the work "single." Modern translations do
not usually use the word "single," although the use of "eye" in the singular
conveys the same idea. Often it is translated as "clear," sometimes as "sound,"
occasionally as "healthy"- none of which
are really wrong. All of these make the
same point; although the use of the word
"single" drives home the point that it is
only "one," that the third eye is "one."
It is the light that comes through that
eye which makes the whole teaching in
this sermon possible, an$ particularly ip
this section. Only through contacting the
light through the single eye, does it become possible to follow the rest of Jesus'
instruction. That is why that verse is here,
right in the middle of the instruction.
Both the content of the verses and their
placement show the tremendous importance that they have.
"If thine eye be foggy (clouded, closed)
thy whole body shall be full of darkness";
"If therefore the light that is in thee be
SANT BANI

darkness, how great is that darkness!"
Master Kirpal Singh has explained the
very obvious meaning of this verse: If we
have light, if our eye is opened and we do
experience the light, and then we lose it
(we throw it away)-or even if Master
cuts us off from it, for one reason or
another -then it is much worse as far as
we are concerned. It is much worse and
much harder than if we had never had it.
Therefore, stress is laid on the importance
of maintaining the light that we are given.
Master Kirpal Singh has written a great
deal on this subject, especially in The
Crown of Life, Chapter Six.
In the Gospel of Luke, the same verses
are set in a slightly different context. As
we have seen, Luke has the same instructions that make up this Great Instruction
in Matthew, scattered throughout his gospel, and he has Jesus giving parts of it on
the plain rather than on the mount. But
that doesn't have to mean much of anything except that Jesus may have said the
same things more than once, which
Masters do.

would be if those additional sections were
available to us (as the one is that has been
rediscovered). This, however, is one, and
there are others, too.
In John, of course, we have a much
more esoteric writing to begin with; but
even in the Synoptics, in the first three
gospels, there are some verses like this
that have survived and come down to us
that are unmistakable references to the inner practices. And without reference to
those inner practices, without the knowledge of initiation, it is impossible to make
sense out of these verses.
No man can serve two masters: for
either he will hate the one and love the
other; or else he will hold to the one, and
despise the other. Ye cannot serve God
and mammon.
MATTHEW 6:24

"Mammon," of course, means wealth,
materiality or the treasures upon earth.
All of these ideas are tied together here.
Now that phrase, "No man can serve two
masters," in the original Greek reads: "No
man can be the slave of two masters."
If thy whole body therefore be full of
And the sense is very clear- that you
light, having no part dark, the whole
are going to be the slave of somebody. We
shall be full of light, as when the bright
may value our freedom, and that is our
shining of a candle doth give thee light.
inherited privilege, but the fact is that we
LUKE 6:36
are either going to be a slave of God or
Luke has an extra verse that is not in we are going to be a slave of Maya. And
Matthew - making it really clear that He those are our only choices. There really
is talking about actual light that is seen, isn't any third choice, and we can't be the
not anything metaphorical or symbolic slave of both.
Slavery was an accepted fact of life in
(intellectual light, etc.)
This is a central part of the teaching. those days. Many of the people that Jesus
When we discussed the teaching of Jesus was talking to probably became slaves beregarding initiation (drawing on the secret fore their life was over, because He was
Gospel of Mark), we saw how most of dealing, for the most part, with the lowest
the references to the specifically esoteric of the low-people who had a good
part of the teaching were eliminated from chance to be put into slavery. So the metthe published versions of the gospels -the aphor had a stronger impact, perhaps,
versions that were made available to the than it has on us reading it today.
public. We can only guess, at this point,
But the implication is clear. We have
as to how much more clear these writings to choose. It is demanded of us to choose.
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We have to make a commitment. We
serve God; we become His slave. Or we
serve mammon - or Maya, illusion, materiality - and become its slave. The
difference is that between the gurumukh
and the manmukh: the mouthpiece of the
guru or the mouthpiece of the mind. And
that phrase "mouthpiece of," which is often offensive to Western ears, implies the
same thing: that we are the slave of the
Guru or the slave of the mind. In neither
case do we have any claim to freedom until we get back to the Goal from which
we originally departed. When through
serving the Master, serving God, we become what He is, only then will we be
free, although Masters do not even say
that They are free. Master Kirpal says, "I
am bound more than you, because I am
bound by the chains of love." So although
it is freedom in one sense, in another sense
we can never be free as long as we are a
part; we can only be free through being
the whole and experiencing the ownership
as well as being owned.
So we have to make the choice. The
choice can be made if we are contacting
the inner light, if the inner light is available and we are able to feed on it, but still
we have to make it. Not every initiate is
a Gurumukh. In fact, until we reach the
point where Master's wishes actually take
immediate priority for us most of the
time, maybe all of the time, we cannot
even begin to have an understanding of
what Gurumukhta means. We may experience it to some extent when we are sitting at His feet, but we cannot really claim
to be a Gurumukh unless we are living
that way all the time.
Therefore, we might be serving God a
few minutes a day; if we are doing Simran, if we are sitting in meditation and
remembering Him, if we are not succumbing to something that He has told us to
watch out for, and we remember Him at
those times, then we can say or He may
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say that we are serving God at those times.
But if we are forgetting Him and indulging in pleasures, then whose slave are we?
We cannot serve both at once. And
growth and progress, finding ourselves,
finding God, is absolutely dependent on
our making the commitment to serve God
and holding on to it.
Therefore I say unto you, Take no
thought for your life, what ye shall eat,
or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your
body, what ye shall put on. Is not the
life more than meat, and the, body than
raiment?
M A ~ T H E W6:25

Jesus is laying down the terms on which
this slavery is chosen:
"Don't worry about your life; what you
shall eat or what you shall drink. Nor yet
for your body what you shall put on. Is
not the life more than food and the body
than raiment?"
The word in the King James version is
"meat." But as we have seen, that word
at that time meant "food." And its appropriation, of course, for it to mean
"flesh" was a major victory in the euphemism department. Because in the beginning "meat" was a very innocuous word:
It is impossible to forget what you are eating if you say you are eating "flesh"; but
not so with "meat".
Then He gives examples.
Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow
not, neither do they reap, nor gather into
barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth
them. Are ye not much better than they?
MATTHEW 6:26

I am reminded of the story that Sant
Ji tells of Mardana and the hen. When
Guru Nanak told Mardana that the corn
that he was eating was not meant for him,
but was meant for a hen in Lahore,
Mardana laughed and said, "How is that
possible?" But as he tried to eat it he swalSANT BANI

lowed wrong and one kernel got stuck in
his nose and he couldn't get it out. It
stayed there until they reached Lahore
many hundreds of miles away, at which
time they saw a hen walking toward them
pecking for food. Guru Nanak said that
that hen was going to eat that corn. But
Mardana laughed again and said, "But it
is stuck in my nose; how is that possible?"
And at that moment he sneezed and out
came the corn and the hen gobbled it up.
Stories like that make very clear exactly
the extent to which our heavenly Father
feeds them, and the phrase "much better
than they" does not mean that we have
more goodness than the fowls of the air.
(I don't think that anyone watching the
behavior of humans versus birds would
come to that conclusion), but that we are
of more value than they. On the scale of
evolution, human beings do stand higher,
more is expected of them; and the point
is that since this is true and He provides
for them, then would not our Father also
take care of us?
Which of you by taking thought can
add one cubit unto his stature?
MATTHEW 6:27

"Cubit" is not really an accurate translation of the Greek word. "Cubit" of
course, is a measure of space. The sense
of this verse is:
"Which of you by worrying can add
anything to your life span?"
The amount of time that we have is
fixed. We cannot change it. We are going
to live that long no matter what we do and
there is no way we can alter it. We certainly can't alter it by worrying about it.
And why take ye thought for raiment?
Consider the lilies of the field, how they
grow; they toil not, neither do they spin;
And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like
one of these.
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Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass
of the field, which today is, and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall he not
much more clothe you, 0 ye of little
faith?
MATTHEW 6:28-30

Such marvelous words! This was always one of my favorite verses in all the
Bible.
(For after all these things do the Gentiles seek:) for your heavenly Father
knoweth that ye have need of all these
things.
MATTHEW 6:32

"Gentiles" here means "those who don't
know God." This was, of course, a strictly
Jewish audience. The word is not really
used here in the modern sense of nonJews, however, but rather "those who
have not made the commitment that you
have made." It could be translated as
"non-initiates," which would give the
same weight that it has in the original.
But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you.
MATTHEW 6:33

Again, it is a question of trust. When
we talk about faith, what we mean is
trust. Saying, "I believe in this, I believe
in that," is not a question of faith. That
is a question of intellectual belief or
"ism." But it is a matter of trust; of having our finger in the finger of the Master, to use Sant Ji's analogy, and letting
him lead us.
If we trust in Him, we will do whatever
He tells us. "If you love Me, keep my
commandments." If we know that earning our living is part of what we are supposed to do, we will do that. But how will
we do it? That's the point. If we do it as
an act of love for Him, as a part of our
overall spiritual commitment, and see it
(Continued on page 22)
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Give Thanks to God
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
A talk given on Thanksgiving Day, 1972, in Anaheim, California
for alleach one of us personally should
stand up and thank Him, you see. Not
only this moment, but throughout the
day, every day, every moment of life. He
has given us the man body; that is the
greatest reason for Thanksigiving Day,
because there are hundreds of other bodies in which we can do nothing. Man
body is the golden opportunity which
has been afforded us in which we can
go back Home. Is it not the greatest
Thanksgiving Day?
Guru Arjan says that we should be
giving thanks every moment of life:
When you eat, thank God! When you
have got a home to live in, thank God
--compare with others who are on the
roadsides. If you are rich, thank Godjust compare with others who cannot
afford to have a morsel of food. When
you are hungry, thank God. When you
have got good things to think of throughout your future life or about God, thank
God-there
are many others who do
not believe in Him.
So how Thanksgiving Day started,
that is the history before us; but that's
not the only thing, you see. Be thankful
every moment. Kabir says, Every breath
we take, we should thank Him. Every
breath of life is worth three planes of
the whole universe-the
macrocosm.
So we must give thanks, you see.
Once the earth was asked (in a parable way, you see), "You have got
mountains, you have got rivers, you
have got trees, you have got animals,
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HIS IS THANKSGIVING DAY

you have got men-so
many burdens
on you. How can you bear it?" And
the earth replied, "That is no burden to
me." They asked him, "What is it that is
burdensome to you?" He said,"Well,
when any man who is ungrateful walks
on me, I cannot bear the burden."
We should be thankful to God for
everything we have been given and at
every moment, not only on this day.
That is just an historical event. It is good
that they had some land to live on, and
had their crops. You know, every day
crops are going on. Have they stopped?
They are more magnificent than before.
So we should be more thankful. And
the greatest thing for which we should
be thankful is that He has given us the
man body, in which we can go back
Home.
So for every work we do, for anything we live in, drink, associate with,
we should thank God, we should be always thanking Him. Man can be thankful when? When he is conscious of a
Higher Power working. Are you conscious? Then your thanks should go to
Him. Otherwise you should give thanks
to Him that you have been put on the
Way, you have got something to start
with, some Power to look after you, to
finish off your give and take and wind
up all your karmas by bringing you into
contact with the God into Expression
Power. There are many things to thank
Him for-not just the crops at the time
they found land. Have more thanks now
-there are hundreds of crops growing,
SANT BANI
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fruit trees growing, other things-so
many things. . . . We should be more
thankful from day to day. So here somebody has left something for me . . .
[Master reads a note.]
What can you people give to me? Give
thanks to God, not to me. If I have come
to you, it is His Grace. Praise should go
to Him. If you think you have got a little good from me, that is through the
Grace of God. And if you still want to
give me some thanks-not
forgetting
God-then I think that thanks can be
acceptable if you simply live up to the
commandments. That is all. That is the
most thanksgiving. Then it is you who
are benefiting-by living up to the commandments. Christ said, If ye love me,
keep my commandmens. Have a chaste
life; have a good moral way of living.
Love all. No schism-where your heart
feels something, your mouth speaks
something else, your brain thinks something else-that is no thanksgiving.
We should be thankful for the rest of
whatever days are fixed for us. That is
Thanksgiving Day. We should thank
God for everything. Now you have been
put on the way; how will you give more
thanks? By living up to it, or by leaving
off?
So it is very kind of you [referring to
the note];but all these thanks go to Him.
On my 75th birthday, there was a Diamond Jubilee; men of all religions of
India and also men from outside India
were there, and they spoke very highly,
of course. When a man is in a lecture
room, he gives tall talks; you may be
due all that or may not be due all that.
So they all gave lectures, high comments.
When I stood up, I told them, "Well,
dear friends, you have been hearing all
these talks from these different friends
of mine. Truly speaking, I am not
worthy of all that they have said; I have
been passing on all these things to my

Master." You see, it was His Grace. So
it is all the Grace of God or the Master
through whom you got this Way.
So from this day onward, be grateful
for everything. You have got something
-maybe not one hundred per cent.
Maybe one per cent you have got it;
but what do you do? For one thing
which we have not got, we forget to be
thankful for all the other things which
we have-is it not? Go and ask anybody
-"Oh, this thing I have not got." But
what about the others which we have?
The sheep which bleats, the more morsels go out of its mouth. Be thankful for
what you have got. And expect more.
When you are not thankful for what
you have got, for one thing only you are
ungrateful to God, always complaining
-"God
has not given me this thing,
God has not given me that thingM--does
it include Thanksgiving Day? Tell me.
So whatever we get as a reaction of
our past, be thankful. The greatest thing
for which to be thankful is that you have
got the man body. And further, the
greatest day of thanksgiving is that day
when you are put on the way back to
God. That is His Grace.
So we wish, "Peace be unto all the
world over-here,
there and everywhere." From this day onward, I think
you will try to put in more time to go
back Home; the sooner you reach there,
the better-is it not? Before it gets dark
-when you will be able to do nothing.
Christ also said, I must work the works
of him that sent me, while it is day; the
night cometh, when no man can work.
Night comes when? When you leave the
body. It is day time when you are alive
-is it not?
So we should learn to be thank£ul to
God for everything. Sometimes unwanted things do come up. But they are the
reactions of our own doings, you see.
We should be thankful we are paying off
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these things. So I wish I may also beand you, each one of you-thankful to
God for everything we have got. When
something is wanting, everybody becomes irked. Nobody is all grateful. He
says, "This thing is not given." He never
thinks of giving thanks to God for what
he has got already. If he has got ten
things, and one thing he has not got, all
he can say is "I have not got this thing."
This is Thanksgiving Day. The greatest lesson you have learned is to be
thankful for what you get. It is the best
we can hope for. He is our Father. He
makes the arrangements to wind up all
our actions-to wind up all our actions.
Should we not be grateful-that we are
paying off all debts in this earthly life
and going back Home?
So this is what I want to say to each
one of you. Anyone else want to come
up to say thanks? Thanks come from the
heart, not from the mouth, mind that.
When the heart is thankful, then the
same things come up through the mouth.
The mouth should only give what is in
your heart. He sees our hearts, not the
outward expression. So from this day
onward we should learn this lesson of
gratefulness, thankfulness-if
we have
not been doing it in the past, then now
we must change, is it not?
[At this point, the Master gave a meditation sitting to all present. Afterward,
He continued with His talk:]
So this is Thanksgiving Day. Thank
God that you have got the man body.
This is the golden opportunity that has
been given to us, because in the man
body alone can we know God. God is
all Light-all
Consciousness. We are
drops of the Ocean of All Consciousness. We are all Children of Light. So
in the man body we have to come in
contact with All Consciousness. We have
to become more conscious-like
Him.
If we have got the man body, that is the
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greatest blessing we can have; but further, the greatest blessing-you
might
say double or superlative blessing-is
that you have been put on the Way. So
you should know yourself and come in
contact with All Consciousness so that
you might become more conscious and
go back to your true Home.
If we don't contact our souls with
God, Who is All Consciousness, if we
just contact with the material things of
the world, then naturally our consciousness will be lessened. If our consciousness is lessened, we will go to the level
of bodies in which consciousness is comparatively less than man's.
So he who has got the man body and
does not come in contact with All Consciousness, well, that is playing with suicide, Masters say. It is suicide when you
become less conscious. You are to become more conscious by coming in contact with God. The Masters say, Well,
what is it? I f we do not come in contact
with God, we forget Him; even coming
in contact with something else is to forget Him altogether. Well, it is a practical
death, in the terminology of the Saints.
Guru Nanak says, Who is alive, 0 Nanak? He who is conscious of God, who
sees God face to face as we see each
other. And those who do not see, they
are dead.
So we should be thankful that we have
got the man body, which is the highest
blessing. And further, we have been put
on the Way. We must now do what?
Keep the commandments. Remain as
much as you can, as long as you can,
with that All Consciousness so that your
consciousness may become more and
more like God. If you have not known
God-if you have not found Him within
your man body, which is the true temple
of God-then all your actions: reading,
eating, drinking, enjoying outside things,
adorning your bodies, this and that19

all that is just like men adorning dead results. And what is good and bad in
bodies.
the terminology of the Saints? Whatever
So they say, when you have got the actions bring you closer to God, they are
man body, you see, the highest aim is good actions. Whatever actions take you
to know God. There are two purposes away from God, they are bad actions.
of the man body: one is to wind up That is the definition given by the
all actions and reactions and to pay off Saints. Sometimes you find that in one
all debts coming from the past; and the religion something is good and in another religion the same thing is not good.
further purpose is to know God-to
love God. Love resides in every heart; To sit in Sikh temples bareheaded is a
we should love everybody. If we do not sign of disrespect. But to sit bareheaded
do that, then the Masters say that those in churches is a sign of respect. So this
who are animals, birds, reptiles, they definition is given by the Masters: whatare better than us, who have the man ever brings you closer to God, those are
body in which we have not done any- good actions; whatever takes you away
thing. How can you have all this bless- from God, whether "good" or "bad," is
ing? Only through coming in contact a bad action.
So in the man body we have had it.
with a Saint or Godman, Word made
flesh. When you come to him, he gives We work day and night, just like a man
you a contact with the God into Expres- who is held up in conscription: he works
sion Power; those who do not see, they from morning till night with nothing to
begin to see. God is Light; God is Sound be had in the evening. This is just what
you do. So meet some Master and hear
Principle. You see?
So the Masters say, you have got the from him what great fortune you have.
man body: you must stand on your own You have got the man body; still greater
legs, pay off all debts to those who are fortune awaits us if we come in contact
connected with you by the flowing pen with God in man or man in God. H e
of God, and also be of help to others. gives you a contact with the God already
Otherwise, if you are doing any prac- within you. Your attention is now simply
tices, any performances, any rituals, any identified with the outside world so much
customs, that is meant for preparation so that we have forgotten. Unless you
of the ground. And He for Whom you are withdrawn from outside and come
make all these preparations, if He does to your own self, know your self, how
not turn up-then what is your fate? So can you know God? The first step is to
all these things are the elementary steps, know your self, the demonstration of
you might say; the preparatory steps. which is given by a Master when you
Try to understand things: God is Light; meet him. It comes only through the
we light a candle. God is Music of the Saints.
So suchlike opportunity is afforded
Spheres; we ring a bell. These are the
symbols of God-not seeing God. These to us by God; we do not know. He
are good actions, of course; they will whose eyes are closed, how can he know
give you good results because they are the man with eyes? So when the God
performed in the Name of God. But this within you sees that you are yearning
doership is not gone. If the ego is there, for God, you cannot live without Him,
whatever you sow, so shall you reap. then He makes some arrangement to
Good thoughts will bring you good re- bring you in contact with somewhere
sults; bad thoughts will bring you bad where He is manifest. He comes to you;
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you do not know Him, Who He is. But
He affords us this opportunity: when
we hear the talks, naturally we are
dragged, attracted, and put on the Way.
So today is Thanksgiving Day. Give
thanks to God. Ungratefulness is the
most heinous crime that can ever be
committed. Give thanks for what you
have got. Generally, we simply say that
this thing has not been given to us, and
we don't give thanks for the other things.
So from today onward, if we learn this
lesson-to be thankful to God for everything He has given us-it
will be, I

think, acceptable to God. If you have
got three, four or five children and they
are all fighting-"I
have not got this,"
"1 have not got that" (but all the other
things they have got)-and one child is
there, who says, "Father, thank you.
You have given me these things," whom
do you think the Father would like? He
does not want anything returned, but at
least He wants that we should be thankful for what we get. We should not be
ungrateful. So this is, I think, a great
virtue which, if you adopt from today
onward, you will advance like anything.

The Twilight of His Love Melting into Our Hearl
Descending like a winged white horse
Surging deep within our soul
The secret of the ages is revealed
The shadows are erased
W e are His
A moment stilled with Naam
resounding throughout eternity
He blends His very essence with
every heart beat of our soul
And we come to the sacred Light
and we become one
The Silence showers with Grace
Pools of Nectar saturate the essence of creation
Dying to the old time and space
W e are We Are
T o be as a swan gliding towards the Light
Let us Trust His vision
To thirst no more
and to feel His radiant Love
T o touch the earth once more
and to say Yes
There is only love
Seeing His beloved eyes in every face
Listening to His words everywhere
For He is all that is
From a dream we have come
But to a truth we go
To love and love and love
JUDY SHANNON
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"Seek Ye First

. . ."

(continued from page 15)
as an act of worship and do each thing
that is required in it as an act of love, then
we will be following this explicitly. And
we won't worry if we are going to be fired
or not fired, promoted or not promoted,
given a raise, or (God forbid) given less
money. We won't worry about those
things because they are in His hands. And
we will, obviously, do our best at any
given moment.
But we still have to do our work, earn
our living, and do whatever else is required from us. This is one aspect of what
I call "The Great Paradox" on the Path:
that from one angle of vision everything
is fixed: God is the only doer, God sees
what is happening and it is already ordained that it happen, our fate is fixed;
but from the other end, everything depends on us. We make choices and those
choices may be right or wrong. On the
choices we make depends our karma, depends what happens to us in the future
both in this life and in the next.
So how do we reconcile those two statements? We can't reconcile them as long
as our vision is limited to the physical
plane. Even if we meditate a lot; even if
we have inner experiences, still we can't
reconcile those two statements because we
really have to be seeing from the level of
the fourth or fifth plane in order to understand it. There are certain things that
we just can't grasp on this plane, that
make the whole thing come together. It's
like trying to understand some of the discoveries in modern physics. If we don't
have the background and the capacity to
do it, we can never do it. But if we do,
then it is really quite clear to us.
Even to take a simpler example: If we
try to explain to somebody a thousand
years back that if they started walking in
opposite directions and if they walked
long enough they would eventually

meet - what do you think they would say?
If you don't know that the world is round,
then it sounds like either witchcraft or
gobbledygook.
The Masters have a perspective on the
universe which They cannot, although
They do try, explain to us. Baba Sawan
Singh said that from the point of view of
the physical plane (from this end) it looks
like everyone is doing this and that and
we are earning, accomplishing. having
things done to us and doing things to
others, and all that. But from Sach Khand
it looks like bubbles rising and falling in
an ocean. And at other times He says very
clearly that from the point of view of
Sach Khand we can see that the whole
thing is fixed.
This is the paradox, but it is because
of the paradox that it is very destructive
to do certain things as initiates. One is not
to worry too much about things that are
already dealt with in our fate. How much
money we are going to have, for example, is one of the six things that are already established when we are born. It
doesn't mean that it can't change during
our lifetime. Obviously some people become very wealthy who start out poor and
some people become very poor who start
out wealthy. But whatever our financial
position is at any given time, is fixed. It
is part of our fate karma. And therefore
to worry about it, to do anything about
it apart from what the Master tells us to
do in love-that is, to earn our own living as best we can- is a tremendous waste
of our psychic energy. It is an absolutely
inappropriate misplacement of attention,
and we will always lose by it.
Another aspect of the great paradox
concerns blaming other people for what
they do. This is covered in the next section which proceeds right from this, on
not judging others. This is a very strong
part of the teaching which the Masters
that we know have also laid great stress
SANT BANI

on. The point is that if people are doing
what they are being programmed to do,
then how can we find fault with them?
The saying, "There but for the grace of
God go I," is absolutely true. The only
difference from this level is a matter of
grace.
It might be suggested in that case that
if man is an automaton and has no moral
culpability, no responsibility, then why
should God blame him? This is how Sant
Ji explains that in Chapter 11 of The
Jewel of Happiness:
"God, Himself, does everything. And
residing within the people He makes them
work. He is the only one who can do anything. Whatever He wishes, only that
happens.
"When the disciples asked Guru Nanak, 'When it is said that everything that
happens, happens in the will of God, and
God Himself does all the things which
happen, then why are the souls blamed
that they are doing good or bad?' Guru
Nanak replied, 'As long as the souls really
understand that it is all God working,
they are not blamed. But when they think
that it is "I" who is doing, and when the
sense of egoism comes, then they are held
responsible.' " When we think of ourselves as the doers, we take responsibility.
But seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you.
MATTHEW 6:33

worry about itself. Each day has enough
trouble of its own." "Live in the living
present" is the way the Masters express the
same idea. By doing so we avoid the two
non-real "sprites" Master Kirpal Singh
used to call the past and the future.
They definitely are sprites because they
are illusory. The past and the future have
no existence. Only the living present has
existence; that's the point. It is difficult
enough to live in the living present, let
alone projecting ourselves constantly into
the past and into the future. That works
against us.
When Sant Ji was at Sant Bani Ashram
in May 1977, He commented on a hymn
of Kabir in which many of these points
were made. And I want to quote from
that very singularly appropriate section,
especially on the idea of trust:

"Oh Kabir, why should I worry?
What would I bring about by worrying?
God worries about me; I have no
worries. "
"If you want to accomplish anything in
this world, the first thing required is to
have faith, to have belief. When we are
traveling in a train going over rivers or
on bridges built by engineers, we have
faith in those engineers that their bridges
will not break down. We surrender our
precious lives in their hands and travel
in the train without any worries. Fearlessly we sleep all night tyhile the train

If we make the commitment to seek

crosses bridge after bridge. In the same

first the Kingdom of God- if that commitment is made - it won't alter our fate/
karma one bit in terms of how much
money we are going to get or the quality
of our material life: that will remain the
same. But what it will mean is that we will
have all that (whatever we would have had
anyway) plus the Kingdom of God, too.
So since that is true, Jesus says, "Don't
worry about tomorrow. Tomorrow can

way, when we fly in the air, we go up
miles above the earth. We surrender our
lives to the pilots and the engineers because we have faith in them, that they
will take us to the right place and that
they are able to take us where we want
to go.
"Similarly, when we enter into Sant
Mat, in the beginning we need to have
complete faith in the Master. If we have
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any doubt, we cannot progress and the
way to Him will not be open to us. We
can deceive and misguide the people, but
we cannot deceive that God which is
within us. We cannot play tricks on Him.
In the beginning we need to build u p
faith outwardly, and after that when we
go within and see with our own eyes, we
realize that we need not wony about anything. The God who is residing within
us is concerned about us and He is doing everything for us.
'We read in the history of Bhagat Narn
Dev, that he had a very beautiful hut,
and his neighbor was very jealous of it
and wanted to destroy it. Once it so happened that his neighbor did destroy it.
But Bhagat Narn Dev was not unhappy
with him. He sat in meditation and said,
'I am not worried about this hut. If God
wants me to sit in a hut He will make it
for me.' And while He was sitting in
meditation, his Satguru came and made
him a hut much more beautiful than before, and that had been the best hut in
the village. His neighbors asked him,
'Nam Dev, who has made this hut? If the
same person will come and make our
huts, we can pay him more than you
have paid.' But Narn Dev replied, 'He
will ask for much more than you can
pay.' What payment does He ask? He
tells us to detach ourselves from our
family and all our attachments. When we
give Him this payment, then there is no
need to call Him. He will come by
Himself ."

In other words, the commitment that
Jesus was talking about: that is the
payment.
It is a great mistake to think that we
can take this attitude if we have not
achieved this place. Of course, to detach
ourselves from our family does not mean
to stop caring about them or to abandon
them, but it means not to worry about

them as though we are the doers. To do
our best, to love them and to live with
them, cooperate with them in mutual love
and responsibility, but not to forget Who
it is that is ultimately really responsible.
So the commitment has to be made, and
only those who are truly detached and
truly absorbed in the Master can simply
withdraw and expect that the Master will
do everything for them.
"Bhagat Narn Dev was a cloth dyer by
profession, and he was not working hard
at his trade. He was not a good business
man. He would come home and his family would ask him, 'What are you doing?
Why are you not making money?' He
would say, 'I don't find any customer to
whom I can sell my clothes.'
"His mother told him to sell his clothes
on credit if nobody was ready to pay
cash. So he took his clothes, went outside, gave some of his clothes to the beggars, and put the rest on some stones
there, and came back. His mother asked
him, 'How is business'? He replied, 'I
have given all the clothes on credit.' His
mother asked, 'When will you get paid
for them?' He replied, 'They told me that
whenever they have it they will come
here and pay us.' Then he sat for meditation.
"Some people told Narn Dev's family,
'Nobody is going to come here to pay
you. Bhagat Narn Dev has given his
clothes to the beggars and he has put
some of them on the stones. They will
not give you any money.'
"So God Himself came in the form of
a man and brought some money. He
said, 'Nam Dev has given me some
clothes. Here is the payment.' Bhagat
Narn Dev was sitting there in meditation
while his God, his Master, came there in
the form of a man.
"What are we people doing? We are
worrying for our own self and we are alSANT BANI

ways concerned that if we do not do this
thing, we will not be able to get that, and
this work will not be done. Because we
are always thinking for our own self, we
are suffering. We do not have faith in
that God who has given us birth and who
has brought us into this world. We sometimes even forget that He is concerned
about us, and we think that He will not
give us food, He will not give us that
which we need.
"But what do Saints and Mahatmas do?
They don't worry about anything and
They leave everything to their Satguru.
That's why Their Satguru always fulfills
Their needs.
"Guru Nanak says, 'Look at God, how
He has created the creatures who live in
the ocean. There is no market there, no
shopping place, but still God is providing them food and whatever they need.
Everything is provided there under the
water. Sadhus never save money; They
accept only what is needed. For the future, God is there. When They ask, He
gives.
"Now Kabir Sahib says that Sadhus
never collect money in banks, because
whenever They need it, God or Their
Master, Himself, provides it for Them."

I remember an article from an Indian
newspaper back in April, 1971. The article said:
"His Holiness, Sant Kirpal Singh, who
is celebrating Mankind Day tomorrow at
beautifully constructed Manav Kendra on
25 acres of land, told the Post about His
further program. The tall and cheerful
Saint, when asked about how many Centers He intends to build, gleefully laughed
and said, "God is my budget, and I'm going on like wildfire."
"If they do get some money from the
Sangat, they will use that money for the
benefit of the Satsang. They will set up
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a free kitchen or make any necessary
building for the Sangat. In that also, if
they need more money for those purposes, God Himself comes and gives that
money. Because God, or the Master of
that Saint, is always worried about that
Saint, and whatever He needs, He provides Him with that."

And He gave an entire discourse on this
subject. So I think that this is an important point and is really very clear. We do
have to follow the commaqdments; we
have to, in that sense, be responsible. But
we cannot worry, be anxious, care about
the results of it; that is up to God. That
we have to leave to Him in the sense of
trust; If He loves us, then He will give
what is best for us.
And we may worry about things that
seem less immediate, like when we are going to die, or how ill we are going to be.
Sickness also is one of the things that is
written into our destiny on the day that
we are born. If it is in our fate, there is
no avoiding it. And death will come when
it is ready to come; there is nothing that
we can do about that, either.
So our way of moving through life
should be with our hand firmly resting in
His. We cannot see very far ahead until
our eye is really wide open and we have
really reached somewhere. All of us know
enough, however, to see as far ahead as
the Master is. If our hand is in His and
we keep our eyes fixed on Him, then that
is sufficient for us. We can trust Him and
He will lead us. And I think that most initiates have already experienced this for
their own selves. We know the truth of
it to some degree: we have experienced it
at some times, maybe not always. But the
commitment has to be made. We have to
seek first the kingdom of God. Our inner eye has to be opened and we have to
trust.
25

The Master Cares For You
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
when sit for meditation and
close my eyes, my attention goes up to
S
my forehead, but I'm also aware that I can
ANT JI,

1

sense the direction that my eyes are pointing and I feel like I'm looking in that way
too, which is down. So I feel very conflicted about the attention. Can You explain what's happening and how I can get
my attention to go up?
Often I advise the dear ones that they
should read SANT BANI magazine thoroughly and very attentively because most
of such questions are answered in the
magazine. So if you would read those
magazines properly you would find the
answer to your question.
Often I have said that when we sit for
meditation our body should be still, our
mind should be still, and surat and nirat
should also be still. When our body is still
it will help us to make our mind still; and
when our body and mind will be still it
will be very helpful in stilling our surat
and nirat.
Surat is that faculty or power with
which we hear, and nirat is that power or
faculty with which we see. So that is why
it is very important for us to keep our
body, mind, surat, and nirat still when we
sit for meditation. In this regard I have
often given the example of how we were
taught to use a gun. When I was in the
army they used to teach us that in order
to send the bullet straight to the target we

This question & answer session was given
March 28, 1984, at Sant Bani Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.

need to keep our body and the gun and
the target all in one line. If any of those
things are not in line or if any of those
things are moving, we won't be able to hit
the target. In Sant Mat also the same principle applies: If you want to meditate
properly your body should be still, your
mind should be still, and your attention
should not be very much upwards or
downwards. It should be just a little
above the eye center, between and behind
the eyebrows, and you should be looking
inwardly and not outwardly as you have
said.
At the time of Initiation the dear ones
are told, "You do not need to form any
images or anything when you sit for meditation. You should just close your eyes
and whatever you are seeing inside, it is
your third eye which is seeing those
things; and you do not need to find the
third eye." When you close your outer
eyes your third eye starts functioning.
That is why I always advise dear ones that
when they sit for meditation they should
not exert any effort to look or see things,
or form images by themselves. They
should just keep their attention at the eye
center and do the repetition of the words.
Why does it happen that dear ones do not
know where they have to concentrate, and
why do they sometimes look upwards or
downwards or to the left or right? Because they have not collected their
thoughts. Their thoughts are dispersed
everywhere; that is why they spend all
their time struggling over where to concentrate, and where to keep their attention.
SANT BANI

Sant Ji, we're supposed to use the Simran
to control our mind, but we also need to
rely on our mind to remind us to do the
Simran. It sort of seems like setting the
crows to watch the corn. I don't quite understand.
It's not like that. At the time of Initiation,
you are told that when the disciple is initiated, the Master sits within the disciple
in the form of the Shabd. So when you
are doing the Simran you should seek the
support of the Master and you should be
remembering and longing for the support
of the Master for doing Simran, instead
of the mind:

Could you please tell us a story? [much
laughter]
[Sant Ji laughs.] When we are talking
about meditation, only the stories regarding meditation seem nice to talk about.
And if, in the reply to any question, a
story comes up naturally, only that looks
good; otherwise it doesn't look nice to tell
stories. [more laughter]
Sant Ji, when I listen for the inner Sound
Current, I hear different tones, sounds,
and they vary in pitch, and I wonder can
I concentrate on a pitch? I guess my question is: Do the higher pitches make any
difference, or should I be happy just to
have the Sound?

But the water was the same; the sound
varied only because the places where the
water was traveling were different. In the
same way, there is only one Sound coming from Sach Khand, but because it
travels through five different planes, that
is why Masters have said there are five
different sounds. In fact, there is only one
Sound coming from Sach Khand, but because it travels through the five different
planes, that is why it sounds different. So
in the beginning, whatever sound you
hear, you should catch that sound and
concentrate on it, whether it isof low tone
or high tone. Every day you should try
to catch that sound and condentrate on
it. You should not change the sound from
day to day; you should catch one sound
and concentrate on that, because all the
sounds which you hear have the connection with that higher Sound which is coming from Sach Khand.
These are the general questions which
almost everyone has, and they have been
answered many times. So that is why we
should carefully read SANT BANI magazine. If we have not read the earlier issues
we should read those also, because that
will be beneficial for you. I do not mean
to say that you should not ask me any
question. I don't mind replying to your
questions, no matter if you ask me the
same question again and again, but I want
that you should read the magazines, and
the holy books, so that you will know
what the Masters have written in those
books and how those things can be helpful to you.

This is why I always advise the dear ones
to read SANT BANI magazine thoroughly,
because all such questions are answered
in that magazine. I have often said that Sant Ji, sometimes when I get sick, I get
when the water is coming down from the the feeling that, even though I feel sick,
mountain, that water has one kind of the mind is doing it to keep me from
sound, and when it is traveling on the meditating. And I wonder does that hapstones it has another sound, when it flows pen and is there some way to tell when
over the sand it has a still different kind that's happening and how to overcome it?
of sound, and when it finally merges into
the ocean it has a different kind of sound. In fact, pain, happiness, wealth, poverty,
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good health, and bad health are due to
our own karmas. As far as the mind is
concerned mind only presents excuses
within us so that we will not sit for meditation. If we have real love and faith in
the Master, if we are devoted to the Master, if we have self-confidence, no matter how sick we are, still we will not postpone our meditation. If we d o not have
that love for the Master, that self confidence within, then even if we are not very
sick our mind will tell us, "You are very
sick," and we will postpone our meditation because of that.

Sant Ji, You've told us in the past that
sometimes the Master keeps us from having inner experiences because our ego
wouldn't be able to handle it, so they are
postponed on and on. Also You've told us
that we should look to our outer life to see
why we are not progressing, because we're
failing in the discipline. Is there any way
to know which it is?
Supreme Father Kirpal invented the diary
for us only for this purpose: so that we
may know where we stand and what good
and bad karmas we are doing. Do you
think that you won't be aware of whatever good or bad karma you have done?
Whatever good or bad karma we do we
always remain aware of it; it is not as if
somebody else will come and do good or
bad karma for us and we will get the benefit of it, or pay the reaction of it. All the
karmas, whether they are good or bad,
which we have done, will bear fruit; we
will have to pay off their reaction.
Sufi Sant Farid Sahib said that the
farmer is longing to have dates but in fact
he is planting chilis. How can he get wool
when he has not worked for it, and when
he has sown cotton? I have often said
that when we are doing any deed we
know what the reaction of it will be,
what result we will have. When we are

sowing anything we know what will grow.
Baba Bishan Das Ji used to say, "You
are planting useless bushes and hoping
that you will harvest a very good dish."
While you are planting useless trees you
are expecting to have sugar cane. How is
that possible?
When we will do our meditation
honestly and with good thoughts, then we
will have no complaints like this. Because
then we will be capable of seeing what our
Master is doing for us. Those who want
to see where they stand and want to see
progress in their meditation, they also
work hard in making their life pure, and
they always keep their thoughts pure.
And those who do their meditation
wholeheartedly and honestly by keeping
their life pure, with pure thoughts, they
can not only see their own progress, but
they can also see how Master is pulling
their own soul up and how He is working even for others.
Often I tell the story (and the question
of that dear one who wanted me to tell
a story will be answered now) of one fakir whose name was Suthra. He was a
very fearless fakir and had written many
humorous parables. Once he asked someone how to make a house strong. That
person replied that if you put many pillars in a house it can become strong. So
he started putting in pillars and he filled
the whole house with pillars until there
was no room in the house for him to sit.
Suddenly it started raining, and since he
did not have any place in the house he was
standing outside, shivering in the rain.
Someone came by there and asked Suthra
why he was not in the house. So he replied, "If there were any place inside the
house, I would have put one more pillar
in there." So on one side we ask how do
we know that Master is protecting our
progress, how can we be convinced? But
on the other side we are not ready to give
up lust, we don't want to give up anger,
SANT BANI

attachment and all the bad things. We cares for us and always protects our medihave all sorts of bad deeds and bad tation. He has given us Initiation and He
habits, and still we argue and complain, knows that when we become free of our
"How can we be convinced that Master karmas, when we will give up doing the
is protecting our meditation?" So our con- bad karmas, our soul will go up to the
dition is like that fakir who has filled up Real Home very quickly like a bullet shot
his house with pillars and hasn't left any from a gun; we will go up, riding on the
place for himself. We have filled up the Shabd, to our Real Home. It is only our
place where our Master, our God, is, with bad deeds and karmas that keep our soul
lust, anger and all the bad things of the in the body; otherwise there is no other
world, and we have all kinds of worldly thing which keeps our soul from going
desires and attachments, and we don't back to the Real Home.
About four years ago, one initiate of
have any place for Him to come and reside. And stiU we have this question: "How Master Kirpal Singh reported that his soul
do we know that Master is protecting our was getting pulled up within and that he
meditation?" Unless we have a place was getting a beating from the Master. He
within where we can go and see what the used to sell vegetables and he would deMaster is doing, how can we know that ceive people by adding water to the
vegetables to increase the weight".So MasHe is protecting our meditation?
Do you think that the Master, Who is ter pulled his soul within and he told the
within you and is always watching over people that he was getting a beating from
you, does not care for you? He knows the Master within, and Master was tellabout your thoughts even before you ing him that he was doing a bad thing.
think them. He knows every single action After some time he came to 77 RB and
you do; He knows every single feeling and asked for forgiveness. I told him, "The
thought which you have. Even without Lord Who is going to forgive you is
your asking He knows everything that within you; now if you take a vow that
you want. Since He cares for you, He you will not add water to the vegetables,
wants you to leave your body and go back then you can be forgiven." Then he took
to the Real Home. That is why He always the vow. He is still alive and he still does
works and cares for you. Sometimes when the same business, but now he has
the disciple is doing bad karmas or bad repented and he has taken a vow that he
deeds, the Negative Power makes Him will be honest in his business. Generally
feel embarrassed and says to Him, "He Saints do not do things like this, but
is the person to whom You gave Initia- sometimes in order to show the people,
tion? Was he worthy of getting Initia- in order to make people kpow that Mastion?" At that time Master has to keep si- ter is aware of every single one of our aclent, but still He says, "No, he is my dear tions, sometimes They perform such
son, but he is innocent, he does not know miracles.
what he is doing. Gradually he will unSo we should know about the good and
derstand his mistakes and he will come bad deeds which we do during the day;
back." The Master has a huge amount of when we sit for writing our diaries at the
patience with the disciple and always pa- end of the day we should know how many
tiently waits for us to come back to the good and bad deeds we did today - and
real path: because He knows that some why we did the bad deeds. We should
day we will definitely come back. That is know why we did not meditate for this
why the Master Who is sitting within us, much time today, why we were lazy. We
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should fill out the diary honestly so that
we may know where we stand and what
things are keeping us from progressing.
You people are Satsangis. You follow
Sant Mat and you have a Master; therefore your life is insured. Your Master is
determined that He will definitely take
you back to Sach Khand. There is no
doubt in this fact. But just imagine the
condition of the other people in the West
and all over the world: how the flood of
pleasures and lust and all those bad things
are harming them. People do not understand how serious this thing is. They just
take it as a very ordinary thing and that
is why they do not make their lives pure.
They always stain their life. Often I have
said, quoting Kabir's bani, "When we are
married, it is all right for us to have the
connection with our wife, but to have lust
for someone else outside of married life
is counted as adultery. And those who are
involved in committing adultery can never
be forgiven, and their soul can never become pure. They can never ride on the
Shabd and go back to the Real Home."
Guru Nanak Sahib has said that the
person who gives up his own wife and
goes to another's wife is like a blind man
who does not see the reality and goes after the unreal thing. We have made our
life like that. We do not pay any attention to our companion and we go to other
people. In that way we are wasting and
losing our life.
In Sukhmani Sahib, Guru Arjan Dev
Ji has written that we should not look at
other women. We should always remain
in the company of the Master. He says
that women should not look at other men
with lust in their eyes. He has not written
only for women; this applies for men
also. Men should not look at other
women with lust in their eyes, nor should
the women look at other men with lust in
their eyes.
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says that

the woman controlled by lust does not
want to miss any opportunity to indulge
in lust with another person. And in the
end she is eaten up by lust, greed, and anger. Do you think that when a person
commits adultery or is involved in bad
deeds, his brain is not affected by that?
His brain is also affected by that because
there is a power within us who always
curses the person who has done something bad, and even he himself thinks
about it and knows that he is doing something bad; and he always repents for that
and worries that if someone else finds out
about his bad deed he will be embarrassed.
I had many opportunities to sit at the
feet of Beloved Master Sawan Singh and
I heard many of His talks, and still the
words of great Master Sawan Singh are
sounding in my ears. He often used to say
in the satsang, that if you cannot remain
celibate, then you should get married.
What is wrong in getting married? From
outside we pretend that we are good meditators, we are celibate; we do not get married, so we are maintaining chastity. But
from inside we are always thinking about
women and we are always thinking about
indulging in lust. Outside sitting with the
other people we pretend that we are good
meditators, but inside we are committing
sins. Do you think that our Master is not
aware of the sins we are committing inside? Master always knows everything we
are doing. If you don't have thoughts of
indulging with a woman even in your
dreams, then you can shout from the
rooftops that you have maintained
chastity, and that Supreme Father, Almighty Lord, has been very gracious on
you that you have controlled this element.
Then it is all right if we don't get married.
But if lust is bothering you even in your
dreams, in your thoughts, then there is no
harm in getting married. You should
without any hesitation get married.
SANT BANI

This will help you a lot in your spiritual
upliftment. Many times in Satsang I have
said, "Why do the Masters emphasize remaining loyal to your companions? Because it affects our spiritual progress."
Those who do not maintain chastity in
this physical world, I often say that when
they go to the astral world they will meet
astral men and women over there who are
very radiant and very beautiful. So those
who cannot control lust while in the body,
just looking at the physical body of another person whether it is man or woman,
those who get involved in lust - do you
think that they will be able to maintain
chastity when they come in contact with
the radiant astral men and women?
So that is why we should always try to
maintain chastity. Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says that just for the pleasure of one
moment one suffers for one crore days.
(One crore days means thirty-three thousand years.) Just for getting the pleasure
of one moment he has to suffer for that
much time. Guru Arjan even says that
lust is such a bad thing that it takes you
in many different bodies and even into
hell.
Saints have been householders as well
as renunciates. Yesterday I said that there
were many Saints who lived a householder's life and there were many Saints who
were renunciates. And neither the householder Saints have said that renunciation
is bad, nor have the renunciate Saints said
that the householders are bad. They say
that it does not matter whether you live
a householder's life or the life of a renunciate: the thing that counts is your
strength or maintenance. If They have
been a renunciate They have been completely renunciate, and if They have been
a householder, They have always maintained that religion of the household.
Saints always say that if your mind does
not bother you for lust and if you can do
without getting married, there is no need
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to get married; but if your mind bothers
you, then in Sant Mat there is no bar
against getting married, you can easily get
married.
I often say that you should just live a
pure life for some time and start enjoying the purity of life. Start enjoying the
maintenance of chastity. The time will
come when you will not be willing to give
up your chastity -no matter what you are
offered you will not be willing to give up
your chastity.
The question which was asked was how
do we know whether it is our Master Who
is holding back our progress and not letting us see it, or if it is because of our
shortcomings in our outer life that we are
not progressing. You know that when it
rains or snows the wind which blows
through that place where it has rained or
snowed becomes cold and spreads coolness everywhere. In the same way, if you
have maintained a pure life, if you are living a pure life, Master is no doubt aware
of it, because He is sitting within you. So
when you are living a pure life, not only
you will be aware of your progress, but
even the people who are living around you
will know about your purity, and they will
also say that you are a pure man or
woman.
Once in the army there was a theft and
many guns were stolen. They said that it
was because of the carelessness of the
guards, and the commander and everyone
was very upset because they did not know
who had stolen them. They were going to
punish many people including many innocent people. They did not know how
to find out the truth of who had really
stolen those things. In the army they
often used to call me "Bhai Ji" or "Gyani
Ji," and they knew that I was a very
sincere, truth-speaking person. They respected me a lot. Our commander told
everyone in our group in the army to
come and touch the body of this man,

"Gyani Ji" and say that they were sincere
and didn't know anything about this theft.
Out of fifteen hundred people, there were
only four people who were involved in
that theft. Only they were not able to
touch my body and say that they were
true and did not know anything about it.
I did not tell them that I was pure, and
I did not threaten them or do anything.
It was only because of my purity that they
could not dare to touch me and lie. The
others who were sincere had no problem,
they came and touched me and said, "I
do not know anything about it." But the
real thieves when they came near me
started trembling. So I mean to say that
when you are living a pure life, when you
are pure within, your purity is such a great
thing that it will be spread everywhere and
even the bad people will not dare to come
in front of you and lie. Do you think that
when you live a pure life, your friends and
neighbors will not be aware of that? They
will definitely be aware of it, because
purity spreads like a fragrance. And those
who have their nose open always smell it
and know about it. In the army it was a
very unusual thing for a person not to
eat meat and drink wine and I was one
of those people who did not. So people
knew everywhere that I did not eat meat
or drink wine. I have often said that
while serving in the army I never visited
any city; even for buying small things, I
would tell my friends to go and buy them

for me, because I was very religious
minded. I would spend my time in the religious places and live a pure life. And
only because of that purity I was known
everywhere, and people even used to
swear in my name.
I often say that the house which we live
in, or the land where we live, at least that
land or house should be proud of us, that
such a good person lives here. Your Master is very pure and very holy; He is above
the dirt and bad things of this world; so
why don't you rise above the dirt and bad
things of this world, and become as pure
and holy as He is, so that He may manifest Himself in you and be proud of you,
that His disciples are so pure and holy?
When Supreme Father Kirpal came to
my ashram for the first time, I told Him,
"Master, I don't know what question I
should ask You, because my heart and
brain are empty; since my childhood I
have kept them empty." He smiled and
became happy and said, "Only because
your heart and brain are empty have I
come so far. I have traveled five hundred
kilometers only because your heart and
brain are empty, and I have come to give
you something." And because I was
hungry for His grace and He had the
grace, He showered His grace on me. I
was burning like a fire and He had Naam
with Him. He caused the rain of Naam
to shower and He cooled down my heated
heart.
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